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Soil Moving Towards Extinction, Urgent Steps Needed: Sadhguru On 

World Soil Day 

Sadhguru, Founder-Isha Foundation, said that for soil to be agricultural, it 

must contain 3 per cent organic content 

December 5, 2021: On the occasion of World Soil Day, Sadhguru, 

Founder-Isha Foundation, has called for urgent steps to revive soil's organic 

content.  

"For soil to be agricultural, it must contain a minimum of 3% organic 

content,” the spiritual leader emphasised.  

Taking to Twitter, Sadhguru said, “Living Soil, our very body, is moving 

towards extinction. Addressing this with utmost urgency is the most 

important Responsibility that all nations have to fulfill. #ConsciousPlanet. 

Let Us Make It Happen". 

https://twitter.com/SadhguruJV/status/1467365618462695424 

To fight the threat of desertification in the world, Sadhguru says that 

preserving the biodiversity of the soil is the single most significant and 

urgent concern on the planet today. "Our attention has to shift to soil,” he 

said.  
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As part of this, Sadhguru would be unfolding a movement to save soil 

called “Conscious Planet”. “Right now, it looks like climate change and 

ecology are the playground of the rich and elite. This must change. 

Individual human beings should become conscious about the danger that 

we are facing," he said. 

"Ecological issues must become election issues. Governments must be 

elected for their concern for ecological issues," the spiritual leader, who 

championed "Rally for Rivers" campaign in 2017 and "Cauvery Calling" 

movement in 2019, added. 

The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) has 

shared alarming facts in its report. "Every year, 75 billion tons of fertile soil 

is lost to land degradation. Similarly 12 million hectares of land are lost 

every year to desertification and drought alone. This is an area that could 

produce 20 million tons of grain," the UNCCD has stated.  

The United Nations agencies have also brought forward that the world is 

left with agricultural soil for 80-100 crops, or another 45-60 years. 80% of 

the biomass insects have disappeared over the last 30 years and it is 

predicted that within 45 to 50 years, there will be an inevitable food crisis 

on the planet, which will bring tremendous chaos and suffering to 

populations around the world.  

With much attention being directed at carbon, emissions and pollution as 

fundamental environmental issues, Sadhguru prompts everyone to 

distinguish between ecological issues and civic issues that can be 

addressed and reversed with the needed awareness and law enforcement. 

The real issue, he contends, is soil extinction. "Soil is a very significant 

carbon sink, the largest water soak on the planet, and the basis of all life. 

The 36-39 inches of topsoil on average around the planet is the basis of 

87% of life on the planet. The very body that we carry is soil. Without soil 

being rich and well, this body and every other life cannot be well,” he said. 

Sadhguru on Save Soil: Our Very Body | Conscious Planet 

https://www.consciousplanet.org/
https://www.unccd.int/actions/united-nations-decade-deserts-2010-2020-and-fight-against-desertification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyT-6qiubd0


For more details on “Conscious Planet”, please Click here.  
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